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it lies on each of them, unless it be the centre of an isogonal quartic
included in ApJ x ^ A ^ x.r ;
 = 0.
In the case above the centre circle belonging to PlPiPtPiP6 meeta
that belonging to P1P2PiiPiPQ in two points : one is the centre of the
unique isogonal quartic included in
and the other is the common point spoken of above.
10. The greater part of the above reasoning can be put into the
language of synthetic geometry without difficulty.
In an isogonal curve the polar line of I always passes through / ,
and vice versa, while the two polars meet in the centre of the curve.
For a pencil of isogonal curves corresponding polars form two pro-
jective pencils through I and J, and hence the centre locus is a circle.
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The problem considered in this paper is that of the small oscilla-
tions of a dynamical system about a state of steady motion. In § 1
the Hamiltonian equations are used to determine the principal co-
ordinates of an oscillation in the neighbourhood of a state of steady
motion; the suggestion of using the Hamiltonian function instead of
the Lagrangian was made to me by Mr. E. T. Whittaker, and, so far
as I know, the results obtained in this way are novel. In § 2 an
approximate method for dealing with gyrostatic systems is given;
this method has been used by Thomson and Tait, but their work can
be abbreviated by using the algebraical results quoted..
It is proved below that the problems in §§ 1, 2 both depend on the
algebraic reduction to a canonical shape of two bilinear forms, one
being symmetric and the other alternate; this reduction has been
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carried out in various papers, but these are somewhat lengthy. It
seemed, therefore, worth while to indicate briefly a method which
(though not exhaustive) will cover many of the cases met with; this
method is given in § 3.
1. Principal Coordinates in Small Oscillations.
When we have to consider the problem of small oscillations of a
dynamical system about a position of equilibrium, it is well known
that the determination of the principal (or normal) coordinates de-
pends on the reduction of two quadratic forms to sums of squares ;
these quadratic forms being the kinetic and potential energies of the
system. But, if we are dealing with small oscillations about a state
of steady motion, the problem of finding principal coordinates is not
so simple; and, if we use the Lagrangian equations of motion, there
is apparently no method of solving the problem. For (see Routh's
Advanced Rigid Dynamics [1892], Art. I l l ) , if we choose the co-
ordinates so as to vanish in the steady motion, the Lagraugian
function* can be reduced to the form
Q + B+Q',
where Q, Q' are quadratic functions of the velocities and coordinates
respectively and J? is a bilinear function of the two. We must notice
that B must not be assumed to bo a symmetrical bilinear form; for,
if so, B would be a perfect differential with respect to the time, and
would not affect the equations of motion. On the other hand, B may
always be replaced by an alternate bilinear form; this point will be
considered later (in § 2). Now it is in general quite impossible to
reduce the three forms Q, If, Q' to canonical forms, the velocities and
coordinates being, of course, necessarily subject to the same sub-
stitutions ; and this is why the determination of principal coordinates
is, at first sight, impossible. In the caso of oscillations about a state
of equilibrium, B vanishes identically, for the coefficients of B depend
on the velocities of the steady motion and vanish with them ; hence,
in this case, the difficulty just pointed out does not arise.
But it will be proved that, if we use the Hamiltonian equations of
motion, the Hamiltonian function can be reduced to a canonical form ;
for, in this system, it is not necessary to keep the coordinates and the
momenta distinct. That is, we can take as a new coordinate some
• This is, of course, the first approximation only; we shall, throughout, make
the customary assumption that the disturbance from the steady motion is small.
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function both of the coordinates and of the momenta, with a cor->
responding change in the momenta. It is, of course, necessary that
the transformation should be subject to certain conditions in order
that the standard Hamiltonian form of the equations of motion may
be retained. The conditions on the transformation can be expressed
in the following form :—
Let (qv ..., qn), (p,, ..., pn) be the coordinates and momenta of a
system having n degrees of freedom; and let (q[, ..,, q'^ (p'u €>-j £>,',)
be the transformed coordinates arid momenta. Then, in order that
the Hamiltonian equations may remain unchanged in form, we must
have equations of the type
dW , dW , ,
 o .Pr = -K~> 2' = ^— ( « - = l , 2, . . . , n ) ,
Cqr Opr
where If is a function of qu ..., qm p\, ...,p'n. Other forms of the
conditions may be given, say, for instance,
Pr = — ^~, Pr = - n 7 (r = l, 2, .... n),
dqr dqr
U being a function of qu ..., qn, q[, ..., q'n; and, of course, there is a
similar form giving qn q'r in terms of the p's.
"We shall now prove that these conditions can be put in another
form. Let 5, A be any two commutative symbols of variation ; then
by our first set of conditions. Hence
Similarly, $AW= 2 (Zpr.Aqr+Sq'r.±p'r+p
Now these two expressions must be the same, and so
= 2 (Sp'r.*q'r-Bq'r. Apf).
It is readily seen that the other conditions lead to the same result;
and it is easy to see the correctness of the condition when written in
this shape. For the original Hamiltonian equations are
at
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in virtue of the condition just obtained, and so
d£ _ dll dp', ___dH
dt 9p^' dt dq'/
or the Hamiltonian equations remain of the same form after the
transformation, provided that
remains unaltered; and it is not necessary (contrary to what might
possibly be expected) to alter JI except by the substitutions.
We turn now to the consideration of the special problem originally
contemplated. In a steady motion all the momenta will be constant,
say that they are a,, ..., an respectively (of course some of these con-
stants may be zero) ; some of the coordinates will be constant too, say
that qv ..., qk= bv ..., bk respectively; while the other coordinates
will vary uniformly and will not appear in the Hamiltonian function
except through their momenta, say that -^±^, ..., '--- are in the
dt dt
steady motion cA+I, ..., cn respectively. Then let us put
pr = ar + £r (r = 1, 2, ..., n),
qf = br+xr (r= 1, 2, ..., k),
at dt
and If will become, on expansion,
where Hm is a homogeneous function of degree m in the a?'s and £'s,
the coefficients depending on the a's and 6's.
Then, since the steady motion given by the equations
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is supposed possible, we shall have from the Hamiltonian equations
of motion ^7,
0 = - ^ ( , -=1 ,2 , . . . , * ) ,
^ ( , , )
das,
Hence 7J, contains only £A+1, ..., £„, and no a;'s at all. Assuming now
that the motion is slightly disturbed from the steady state, and never
differs much from it, all the OJ'S and £'s will be small; so that the
approximate equations of motion ai'o
dxr __ as-, ii& _ 9/f, . , 2 .
So for the problem, in hand we can tix our attention on .U2 only, and
we can consider JI2 as the Hamiltonian function, the re's and £'s
being treated as the coordinates and momenta respectively—since
qk+i, ..., qn appear nowhere in II, xk+u ...,&•„ will not appear in JI2;
this fact will not, however, affect the algebraic problem.
The problem, then, is to reduce 7f3 to a canonical form by linear
substitutions on the X'B and £'s, which are such that
remains the same. But, since the substitutions are linear, the Sx's
and 8£'s are transformed by the same substitutions as the a;'s and
£'s, and so, too, the Ace's and A£'s. Hence our linear substitutions
are to be such that
remains unaltered, where yr, n,. are any variables which must be
transformed by the same substitutions as xn £r respectively.
The investigation is now reduced to one covered by previous
papers,* namely, the simultaneous reduction of a symmetric and an
alternate bilinear form. For we can replace H% (a quadratic function
of the aj's and £'s) by a bilinear form symmetric in the X'B, $'B and
iy's, tj's ; thus, if
Ht - %2af,xr
* Proc. Lond. Math. Soc, Vol. xxxu. , 1900, p . 321; Amer. Jour, of Math., Vol.
xxiu., 1901.
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where a,., — a,n br, ^  b,n cr, = cm
we consider the equivalent form
A — 2,ar,vry,+1br, (ar»7,+yr^) + 2 cr,$rVt'
Then we have to effect the" simultaneous reduction (by congruent
substitutions) of A and B, where B is the alternate form
and our transformations are to be adjusted so as to leave B unaltered.
It will be observed that the determinant
J B | = (—l)m [where m = w(n+l ) ]
so that three of the six cases considered in the papers quoted do not
occur: namely, there are no zero roots of | KA—B | = 0 (which
accounts for two of the six), and, further, | \A—B \ ^£ 0. For our
present purpose it is preferable to write the determinantal equation
in the form | A—pB | = 0, for | B \ ^ 0, though | A \ may be
zero. We have then the reduced parts corresponding to—
(i.) A pair of invariant factors (ji—c)*, (/n+c)' (c^t 0),
where we have written £. instead of x^^.r (? = 1» 2, ..., e) in the
notation of my last paper ;* this change is, of course, to retain the
proper form for B.
(ii.) If c = 0 and e be odd, we still have a pair of invariant-
factors, and the results are as in (i.).
(iii.) If c = 0, and e be even ( = 2p), we have
(B)
where, again, we have changed the notation, writing £. instead of
Xtp+i-r (? — 1> 2, ..., p), in order to retain the form of J5.f There are
• See Proc. Lond. Math. Soc, Vol. xxxu., p. 336; the order of the suffixes is
r&ther different in the paper printed in the American Journal*
t Loo. cit., p. 340.
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special cases of these results, namely:—
If e = 1 and c gfc 0, we have the typical terms
(A)
(B)
and, if c = 0 with e = 1, we have a pair of invariant-factors /*, /*, and
the typical terms are as in the last case with c = 0.
If c = 0' and e = 2, we have the terms
(B)
and this will be in general the part of the reduced forms correspond-
ing to a coordinate which changes uniformly in the steady motion.
Thus we have the corresponding terms in H%:—
(i.) Two invariant-factors (/A—c)', (/x — c)' (c ^ 0),
and, if e = 1, we have simply
(ii.) Two invariant-factors //, p* (e odd) give the same as (i.), but
with c = 0.
(iii.) One invariant-factor p2pt
%
and, if p = 1, we have ^a2.
The invariant-factors just referred to are those of the determinant
[ A—fiB |, which is, when written out at full length,
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Here the a's, 6's, c's are the coefficients in the quadratic form BT2, and
are defined by
2F9 = Sclavs?,+ 2S&rfav6+2Sert&6.
It may be well to point out that, as proved by Kronecker,* the in-
variant-factors of the type fi2p*1 always occar in pairs, while those of
the type fi!p may appear singly. Of course, if c =£ 0, we always have
pairs (fi—c)', (n + c)' whatever e may be.
A simple method of reducing A and B applicable when the
invariant-factors are linear is indicated in § 3 below.
The Hamiltonian equations of motion
dxr _ 3H, dgr _ 3flj
"dt ft/ di~ dxr
will now take various forms corresponding to the different types of
invariant-factors. Thus we have :—
(i.) Invariant-factors (/i—c)e, (/J + C)', and
dx. , di. J.
—f = cxt+x.-u ~f-'<= — c£e.
at dt
These give xr - ^A, ^ ' +A*,J__%^r\ + - +Ar\ exP (c0
( r = l , 2 , ...,e).
In particular, if e = 1, we have
aj, = yl exp (c£), f, = J5 exp (—c£).
(ii.) If c = 0 and e is odd, we get the same results as in case (i.)
with c put zero.
* Berliner Monalsberichte, 1874, p . 441 ; Gesammelte Werke, Bel. I., p. 477 ; see
also Stickelberger, Crelle, Bd. LXXXVI., 1879, p. 20, § 5, and Muth's Mlcmentartheiler,
p. 140.
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(iii.) If c = 0 and e = 2p, we find
O
Tt~ ' dt
dt ~ Xp~u dt Xl"
Then xr,• == Ax- — +A%- H\*f+-"+-^r (? = 1> 2, . . . , p)^
In particular, if e = 2 or ?^ = 1,
From these results it follows that, if the coordinates are to contain
only periodic functions of the time, all the quantities c must be pure
imaginaries and all the indices e must be unity. Weierstrass* has
shown that a sufficient condition for this is that 2J3 should be positive
for all real (non-zero) values of the »'s and £'s ; it is easy to see, by
taking special cases, that this condition is not necessary.f Weier-
strass's investigation starts from the 2?i differential equations
ife Sf, * — j £ (r-1,8, .....),
at oi,. dt dxr
but he does not reduce the quadratic H21'° a canonical form ; the sug-
gestion of making this reduction is due, I believe, to Mr. E. T.
Whittaker, who proposed it to me as an algebraical problem.
It is clear, however, that, if some of the values of c are zero, the
coordinates cannot be expressed entirely by means of periodic terms.
This will usually be the case if the disturbance is such as to alter the
momenta corresponding to those velocities which vary uniformly in the
* Berliner Monatsberichte, 1879, p . 430 ; ef. Tuber, Proc. Land. Math. Soc.y
Vol. xxn., 1891, p. 449, and the author, Vol. XXXII., 1900, p. 92.
t An example is worked out by the author (loc. cit., p. 98).
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steady motion. Thus, if xn is a coordinate of this type, we know that
(see above, p. 201), and hence
~dl ~~ '
or, if in the disturbance from the steady motion £, be altered, that
alteration will persist in the subsequent motion. To illustrate the
point, let us take the simple case of a particle describing a circle of
radius a under a central force varying as r".
Here we have, using ordinary plane polars, for the Lagrangian
function L,
and so, for the Hamiltonian function,
•and 2ffj
i if* »
In the steady motion we have
r ~ a, px = U, Pi = const. = 6, say ;
so write, in general,
r = o+as, px = £ p% — b+rj.
Thus 2ff=?
and expanding, as far as the quadratic terms, wo find
That the steady motion may exist the coefficient of x must vanish,
or
0
The coefficient of rj gives — for the value of $ in the steady motion,
-which is, of course, obvious from first principles.
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Hence, we have for J|7?, the' following result, after substituting
for k in terms of 69,
n + S a*
If now we write
X-x- 2ari Y-v 2'^
(n + 3)6* ""^ (»+3)6f
we find that
(the accented letters being subject to the same substitutions as the
unaccented); so that (X, Y), (£, IJ) may be taken as coordinates and
momenta respectively.* Then
which can be reduced to the canonical form already given ; t but it
is quite easy to solve the differential equations directly. Thus,
dX
 t &£ _ 2
dY n—1 rf dt) ^







* It is easy to see that the substitutions above can be derived from
if 2 f l S H(n + l6)b
t A substitution Xt = lX + m£, (, = I'X + m't, will give -Y,{[-A'If, = Jtf-Z'f,
provided that hri—l'm = 1 ; and it is not difficult to choose /, in, I', in' to satisfy
this condition and to give also
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For the sake of example, let us assume that the initial disturb-
ance is such that the particle is not displaced, but has its velocity
changed by the small amounts a, v radially and tangentially. Then
(dX\ (dx\ >
\ dt /o \dt /o *0>
X — — ^artn — — _ — ! ? !
° ~ (n + 3)&"~ ( 8
Y —0
Hence, we find at time t
r = a+x = a + X-f- 7—T^.TT1' = ' ° + r^r .vrr (l—ooapt) + — sinpi,(?i + 3)6 (w+3)fc ^ >^
/
= \
?> . 11 — 1 v \ , 2an ,*
 A . 4u
~ i • ) * ( l C O 8 | » 0 +
These results can be verified without much difficulty directly from
the ordinary polar equations of motion ; they show that, if the dis-
turbance is perfectly general, the value of y contains a term which in-
creases with the time, and that the mean value of a: is not zero. Thus,
speaking strictly, the disturbed motion will, in the course of time,
deviate largely from the original steady motion; this does not, of
course, vitiate our approximation (provided p be real), for its accuracy
depends on the smallness of -•-, not of y. But, if p be not real,
lit
the method of small oscillations cannot be applied at all; and, to de-
termine the stability or instability of the steady motion, we must
have recourse to the exact equations of motion.*
The fact that these oases (oommonly called unstable) may require further in-
' a certain condition for stability which may be expressed in the form k > 0, where k
depends on the constants of the top. Now Klein proves virtually that, for small
values of k, the sign of k does not affect the practical stability; so that there can be no
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It is not difficult to see that in general, if g be a coordinate which
varies with uniform velocity c in the steady motion, then in a motion
arising from a slight disturbance of the steady motion q will contain,
terms of the type (c + v)t, where v involves the initial change in p (p
being the momentum corresponding to q) : this fact may also be
illustrated by the nutations of a top about a steady precessional
motion (Klein and Sommerfeld, pp. 276, 291). For, since (as already
explained, p. 201, above) q does not appear explicitly in the Hamil-
tonian function, we have the equation
dt
or p has the value which it receives just after the disturbance has
been applied. Now «__
dq __ oH
dt 9p '
and, as a rule, -•— will contain a term depending on p; so that we
op
may write
yj = c+v+terms involving the disturbances of the other
coordinates and momenta,
where c is the value of — - in the steady motion, and v is proportional
up
to the change in p produced by the disturbance. Thus q will contain
a term (c+v) t, as already stated.
2. Small Oscillations in Gyrostatic Systems.
The solution obtained in § 1 for the problem of small oscillations
about a state of steady motion, although quite general, may yet in
some cases bo not so easy of application as the following approximate
method, which is based on the Lagrangian equations. The method is
suggested by a consideration of Thomson and Tait's results for pro-
blems of "gyrostatic domination" (NaturalPhilosophy, §§344, 345);
in these cases it usually happens- that the angular momenta of the
gyrostats are large in comparison with the other dynamical constants
of the system. It appears to be easier to follow out the conseqnences
of this fact by using the Lagrangian equation of motion, having
abrupt change from stability to instability, as k changes from powitivo to negative.
I have proved that the same point occurs in the scrow-motion of a solid of revolu-
tion through a liquid. (See a paper accepted by the Society at the April meeting.)
VOL. XXXIII.—NO. 751. 1'
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" ignored " those coordinates which define the rotations of the gyro-
stats. If »!, ...,#„ bs the remainingcooi-dinates, chosen so as to vanish
in the state of steady motion from Avhich the system is disturbed,
then, assuming that the ar's remain small, the Lagrangian function L
can be reduced to the form
to the first approximation, where
is a quadratic function of ac,, ..., as,,,
B = lbr,xrx, (£>,.,=£ b,,)
is bilinear in xx, ..., as,, and a), ... a:,,, and
Q' = %~Scrtxrx, (cr, = c,,)
is a quadratic function of a;,, ..., xu.
The typical Lagrangian equation of motion is
d /d_L\ _<}TJ_Q
dt VdxJ dxr
or £(Sorl*i + S6tra!,)-(26rij6.+ Scrt:rl) =0 ,
or 2«,./«. + 2 (b,r—bn) x,—5c^a:, = 0.
Thus the coefficients of 7? appear only in the form (bs,.—bri) ; and we
shall not affect the equations of motion by taking instead of ./>' the
alternate form , , . ^
Z% (&„—&„.) xrxt = >ib,.ax,.xs,
for we have K,. - bj, = \ (b.,—h,.) — \ (b(,-b,,) = ^s , -b, s .
Another way of obtaining this fact is by subtracting from the
Lagrangian function the perfect differential "with respect to the time,
for it is known that the addition or subtraction of such a perfect
differential will not alter the equations of motion.
i t will thus be convenient to alter the notation slightly, and, for the
future, we shall drop the accents from the alternate form Sb^ava;,,
and write for it .
B = 2,br,x/M, (where bn — — b,,).
It is of importance now to see under what conditions the coefficients
in B are large compared with those in Q, Q \ to make this clear, con-
sider a single gyrostat with moment of inertia I and angular velocity
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<o. ' Then one term in the kinetic energy is
where </> gives the angular position of the gyrostat with respect to
some frame in which the axis of the gyrostat is fixed and x will be
the angular velocity of the frame about the axis of the gyrostat; BO
that x is some linear function of the velocities, the coefficients in-
volving the coordinates. We assume that (f> appears in no other way
in the Lagrangian function, and then, " ignoring " </>, we find the term
for Routh's modified function
I&X—•2^a>2*
The term (—%!(*)*) does not contribute to the equations of motion
(assuming that the disturbance from the steady motion is not such us
to alter w). Thus x must be calculated accurately to 'terms of tho
second order in a;,, ..., %„, xv ..., xu; if there is no initial steady
motion except the spins of the gyrostats, x will be of the form
and thus the first sum (2/,tc,.) will not affect the equations of motion,
«r the whole effective contribution to L from this gyrostat will be
which will, accordingly, form part of B. Now, by our hypothesis, the
angular momenta, such as Iu>, of all the gyrostats are large in com-
parison with the other dynamical constants of the system ; hence the
coefficients of B are large in comparison with those of Q and Q' in L.
On the other hand, if in the steady motion any coordinates other
than the gyrostatio ones vary uniformly, x will, in general, contain
also terms of tho type
2h
Thus the terms Zw(2Ara;r) in the Lagrangian function will have to be
-balanced by other terms from the potential energy, so that its co-
efficients are of the same order as Ito, and, besides this, the terms
Iw(%hr,xrx,) must be included in Q'; then it does not follow that the
coefficients of B are necessarily large in comparison with those of Q'.*
* To illustrate this point wo may consider a top (with momenta of inertia A, C)
spinning about a point on its axis with angular velocity w, taking for simplicity the
case of no forces. If (.here in a (steady motion in which tho axis of the top describes
a cone of soini-vertical angle a, the effective terms in the Lagrangiau function can
be reduced to \ \_A (x" + y'2) + '2Cwxy — [Cu tan a)2 x^\A\ But, if the axis of the top is
originally in a fixed direction, wo may simply put o = 0, and then the terms are
\A (x- + y'")+ C'JIX'J.
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In the following work we make the hypothesis that the coefficients
of B are large compared with those of Q and Q'; thus it will be only
applicable in general if the original steady motion is confined to the
gyrostatic spins, though there may be special cases to which the work
applies even when there is a further steady motion.
Now consider, first, Q and B simultaneously; and, second, Q' and B
simultaneously. Each pair can be reduced to a canonical form by-
known results by considering the equivalent problems of handling
(i.) The two bilinear forms
A — 1ar>x,.y, (symmetrical),
B = 2 &,.,», y, (alternate) ;
and (ii.) the two bilinear forms
G = ^lc,.,x,.y, (symmetrical),
B = 2 &,.,«;,. y, (alternate),
the substitutions being in each case congruent. Since Q is the value
of the kinetic energy when the gyrostats have no spins, it follows that
Q is essentially positive ; thus Weierstrass's theorem* can be applied
to show that all the invariant factors of the fundamental determinant
| \A—B | are linear and that all the roots of | \A—B \ — 0 are-
imaginary. It is then easy to see that we can reduce Q and B by
real transformations to the forms f
B = So,, (a^a-'a,,!—»2,.4,ac2,.),
where (X' + a'J.) is a typical factor of j A.J4—Z? | . The form of Q' will
not, as a rule, be reduced at all by these substitutions; and the equa-
tions of motion become
Xlr—2a,.Xirtl = 2C2r,i#«»
Now, assuming that the a's are large compared with the c's, which
will usually follow from our hypothesis regarding the coefficients of B
* See $ 1 above, p. 205 ; another (and more elementary) proof that the roots of| \A— Ji \ = 0 are pure imaginarica is given by Prof. Elliott [Quart. Jour, of Math..
December, 1899), though the fundamental point of the proof is the same as that of
those quoted before.
f See § 3 below, and the papers referred to in § I.
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and Q', these equations give as an approximate solution
akr — Ar sin (2M + *,.),
x2r+l = ^lrcos (2art + Kr),
and we can proceed to further approximations by substituting these
values for the OJ'S on the right-hand side of the equations last found.
It follows that we can obtain a first approximation to some of the
periods (namely, v/ar) and the corresponding principal coordinates by
neglecting Q' and simply considering the Lagrangian function as
Q + B. In almost exactly the same way we can show that a first
approximation to the remaining periods and coordinates can be found
by taking the Lagrangian function as B 4- Q\ rejecting Q. We find
that, if (\2 + y8'2) is a typical factor of the determinant | h-C—B |,
then the corresponding period is nearly 4-nfi. The first set of
oscillations will be extremely rapid and the second set extremely slow.
It is of some importance to observe thab our argument proving that
the roots of | XA—B | = 0 are pnre imaginaries can only be applied
to the second set of periods (i.e., those given by | \C—B \ = 0) if
Q' be definite as well as Q\ and this point may be of importance in
deciding the stability of the system; it is clear from what we have
said that the instability, if it exists, will arise from the vibrations of
long period. A special case illustrating this is given by Thomson
and Tait (Natural Philosophy, § 345X), taking the case represented by
2L = x2 + f + N (xy-xy) + ax* + by*,
and it is proved that the system is only certainly stable if ab is
positive, which is precisely the condition that (ax2 + by'1) should be
always of one sign, or definite.
The condition that Q' should be definite is certainly sufficient in all
cases to ensure stability, though we have no information as to its
necessity ; it is, perhaps, worth remarking that the sign of Q' maybe
either positive or negative, provided that it is always the same.
When there are no gyrostatic spins, Q' must be negative for stability.
Finally, ifc may happen that \ B \ = 0 , which will always be the
case if n be odd; then there will be certain terms in the reduced form
of Q which have no corresponding terms in the reduced form of B.
Suppose that the terms Qn = -|- (t«i +...+x"k) belong to Q, but that
a;,, ..., Ktnonot appear in B; we make the necessary substitutions
(found in the reducing process) in Q', and then put zero for xkn, ..., .«„;
we obtain thus a quadratic Q\ in &•„ ..., :rk. The terms Qw Q'o can
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now be reduced simultaneously to sums of squares ;* thus we. may
write
?
where these x*s are not the same as the last &'s, but accents have
been dropped to save complicated symbols. Thus the complete ex-
pressions are . „
Q.' = -
where every term in Q[ has one of the variables xk+u ..., xlt as a
factor. Thus we get h equations of the type
x, = - dl.xr+(grik.lxkn+ ... + <7,,,a'n) (r = 1, 2, ..., fc),
giving k additional periods (neither very long nor very short) of the
approximate values 2nd;.k.
3. A Modified Process of Reduction.
Let A be a given symmetrical foi'm and B a given alternate form.
It IR required to reduce the two forms by congruent substitutions.
If we know that all the invariant-factors of the determinant
| XA + pB | are linear, tlie method due to Kroneckert takes a simple
form, and I venture to give a short sketch of this process, hoping
that it may be of interest to some readers who would not study a
purely algebraical paper, RUCIT as those which I have quoted before.
The case considered here may be regarded as the ordinary ono ; for,
if two forms are chosen at random (one being symmetrical and the
other alternate), it will usually happen that all the. roots of the de-
terminnntal equation | A—nB | = 0 are different, which is a special
case of linear invariant factors.
Suppose, then, that /« = eis a root of | A—fxB | = 0; then (A—cB)
is a form which can be expressed in terms of (at most) (n—1) #'s and
(n— 1) j/'s, supposing that the general form (A —pB) contains n x's and
n i/s. Hence, if we are restricted to substitutions which are the same
for the rc's as the if a, there will be at least one x (and one y) in (A — cB)
without.a corresponding y (x).t Let us denote the x by .r, and the
* Wcierstrass, Berliner Monatsberichte, 1858, p . 207 ; Gesnmmdte JFcrkc, Bd. I.,
p. '-'33 ; Kroneoker, ibid., 1868. p. 339 ; GesammcUe Werlce, IM. i.. p . 163.
t Jiirliiicr Jfonatxtirric/itr, 1874, p. 397 ; Gcsminncltr. H'cric, Utl. i., p. 423.
% The case when the («—1) X'B are paired off, each to one of the (•;/ — 1) J/'B, can
occur only when ji, li aro expressible in terms of fewer than » B'S and n jj's.
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Vi') then we assume that the coefficient of a\y.2 in (A—eft) is not
zero.* This assumption is really no more than the original one that
the invariant-factors to base (fx—c) of | A—fill | are linear; though a
direct proof that the two assumptions are equivalent is not to be
obtained without going to greater detail than I wish to use here.
Thus, the factor multiplying a;, in (A — cB) is a linear function of
Vn Vii •••iVn'i so write y'2 for this factor, and we can eliminate ya in
terms of yj, y3, ..., yn. Thus,
A—cB — £Bi2/-2+terms containing a;,, xt,..., xn and y',, ys, ...,yn,
and, collecting all the terms in y'it we may write them in the form
x[yl, where a1,' is a linear function of ajj, xs, ...,#„. Thus,
A—cB =• x[y'i +terms in xs, ..., xn and y8, ..., y,,;
then interchange the a's and y's, and we get
A + cB = X21/1 + terms of the same type.
Hence A = -| (x[y,+x,y[) + terms iu xa, ..., xn and y3, ..., y,,;
cB = ^(x'iy[—x!iy[) + terms in a;s, ..., xn and ys, ..., yn.
From this result it is clear that | A—JXB \ has two invariant-factors
(fi—c), (/i + o), which verifies our original assumption partially. I t
does not, of course, show that, with these invariant-factors, we can
have no other forms. Continuing this method, we finally arrive at
completely reduced forms for A, B, except for terms which arise
when I A \ — 0 and when \ B \ = 0 . The complete discussion of these
cases would occupy us too long; but we can indicate how to deal
with the simpler points. First take | J5 | = 0: then B can be reduced
so as not to contain at least one pair of the variables which are
present in A. Say these are «„ y,; then, by collecting all the terms
in (c15 y, together in A, we find (provided the coefficient of x^ in A
does not vanish) t
A = x\y\+terms which do not contain xx or yv
* I t may be well to indicate that this is an assumption "by giving a case in which
it does not hold. Say we take
A =
then {A — cli) contains only xlt x3, x4 and y2, y3, f/4 ; but tho tenn x^y^ does not
occur.
t To illuHtrate the possibility that this coefficient may vanish, we may take the_
pair of forms A = xx tj3 + r5y24 3-3yx, B = j-2f/3 - x3y3.
The consideration of this case will not bo continued here. (Those who are interested
in it will find details in my paper in the American Journal of Mathematics.)
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Thus, we may take x[, y[ as new variables in place of xu y,; and these
will not appear in 7i; so that | \A—B | has au invariant-factor A.
We can in a similar way treat the case | A | = 0, and we shall find
(in the simplest cases) terms of the type
B = x[y'i—x'2y'\ + terms without these four variables,
and either
A = x[ y[ + terms without these four variables
or A = terms without x\, y[, x'2y y'2.
In the first case | A—fxB \ has an invariant-factor /u2, and in the
second it has a pair fj, fi.
It is, perhaps, worth while to indicate the passage from our results
to those used in § 2 for the special case when the roots of | A — fiV | = 0
are pure imaginaries. In this case we change +c to —c by changing
-\-i to — i, and so {A—cB) to (A+cB). Hence, x\, x'x are conjugate
imaginaries ; for we have
A—cB = x\y'2+terms independent of x[, y\, a^ , y'>,
A+cB = x^y[ + terms independent of x[, y[, a£, y'2.
Thus, if we write
x[ = ^ + i^ 2, y[ —17, + i-q2,
®% — ii—^2> y'i = f t — i r t v
we have, if c = ia,
A — ^I'?I + ^.17J + terms independent of £1} tj,, f2, %,
aB = ^1%—^2^! 4-terms independent of £„ »;„ f8, rja,
which are the forms used above.
It may bo remarked that, in the case of linear invariant-factors,
Jordan's methods * can be applied correctly ; though, as shown by
Kronecker, t they are not sufficient in some other cases. The justice
of Kronecker's criticism was (after some controversy) admitted by
Jordan,* who adds the remark that his methods are correct in case
the symmetric form is equivalent to a definite quadratic form. They
are valid in all cases when the invariant-factors are linear, even if the
quadratic be not definite.
• LioHville's Journal, t. xix., 2me eor., 1874, p. 35 (}§ 5-8).
t Berliner Munatsbcrichtc, 1G May, 1874, p . 223; Gesammelte Werke,BdL.i.,i>. 402.
X Comptes Itendus, t. xcn., 1881, p. 1437.
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Thursday, December 13th, 1900.
Dr. HOBSON, F.R.S., President, in the Chair.
Sixteen members present.
The following gentlemen were elected members :—Schuyler Colfax
.Davisson, Ph.D. Tubingen, Associate Professor of University of
Indiana ; Raghunath Purushottam Paranjpye, B.A. St. John's College,
Cambridge; Sidney' Luxton Loney, M.A. Sidney Sussex College,
Cambridge, Professor of Mathematics at the Royal Hollo way College
for Women; David Andrew Rothrock, A.B., A.M., Ph.D. Leipsic,
Associate Professor of University of Indiana; Balak Ram, B.A.,
Scholar of St. John's College, Cambridge.
Mr. Basset spoke " On the Real Points of Inflexion of a Curve."
Miss Bar well, read a paper entitled " On the Conformal Repre-
sentation of Polygons on a Half Plane."
Prof. Elliott communicated his paper " On the Syzygetic Theory of
Orthogonal Binariants," and gave an account of a paper by Mr. A. L.
Dixon, entitled "An Addition Theorem for Hyper-elliptic Functions."
The following papers were communicated by reading their titles :—
On some Properties of Groups of Odd Order (ii.): by Prof.
Burnside.
On Discriminants and Envelopes of Surfaces : by Mr. R. W. H. T.
Hudson.
Note on the Inflexion of Curves with Double Points: hy Mr.
H. W. Richmond.
The following presents were made to the Library :—
" Educational Times," December, 1900.
" Indian Engineering," Vol. xxvm., Nos. 16-20, Oct. 20-Nov. 17, 1900.
" Supplemcnto al Periodico di Matematioa," Anno iv., Fasc. 1 ; Livorno, 1900.
" Bollettino dclla Aasociazione ' MathesiH,' " Anno v., Num. 2 ; Livorno, 1900-1.
" Wiadomo.sci Matematyczne," Tom iv., Zeszyt 5, 6 ; Warsuw, 1900.
Tarleton, F. A.—"An Introduction to the Mathematical Theory of Attraction,"
8vo; London, 1899.
Williamson B. and F. A. Tarleton.—•' An Elementary Treatise on Dynamics,"
8vo; London, 1900.
The following exchanges were x*eceived:—
"Proceedings of the Royal Society," Vol. LXVII., NO. 438 ; 1900.
" Beibliittur zu den Annalen der Physik und Chemie," Bd.xxiv., St. 10 ; Leipzig,
1900*
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"Bnlletin de la Soci6t6 Math£raatique de France," Tome xxvm., Faso. 4;
Paris, 1900.
" Annalesde la Facult6 dea Sciences de Toulouse," Serie 2, Tome n., Fasc. 1;
Paris, 1900.
"Bulletin of the American Mathematical Society," Series 2, Vol. vn., No. 2;
New York, 1900.
"Bulletin des Sciences Mathematiques," Serie 2, Tomexxiv., Sep. ; Paris, 1900.
" Annali di Matematica," Sei-ie 3, Tomo v., Fasc. 1, Nov. ; Milano, 1900.
"Atti della Renle Accademia dei Lincei—Rendiconti," Sem. 2, Vol. ix.,
Fasc. 8, 9, 10; Tloma, 1900.
" Berichte iiber die Verhandlungen der Kiinigl. Siichs. Gesellschaft der Wissen-
schaften zu Leipzig," Bd. LII., No. 5 ; 1900.
" Nyt Tidsskrift for Materaatik," A. Aargang xi., Nr. 7, 8 ; Copenhagen, 1900
"Prar:e Matematyczno-Fizyczne." Tomo xi. ; Warsaw, 1900.
"Proceedings of the Royal Irish Academy," Series 3, Vol. vi., No. 1, Oct. ;
Dublin, 1900.
Note on the Inflexions of Curves with Double Points. By H. W.
RICHMOND. Received November 27tb, 1900. Read December
13th, 1900.
Apart from curves of the third order, our knowledge of the
properties of the system of points of inflexion of a plane curve is very
small. The inflexions of a non-singular curve Z7of order m form the
complete family of intersections of U with a covariant curve, H the
Hessian, of order 3m —6. The nature of the intersection of U and if
at an ordinary node or cusp is considered in the formation of Pliicker's
equations. At a point of higher singularity the nature of the inter-
section has been studied by Brill,* KOtter,f and others, and, more
recently, in an extended form, by Segre.J But these investigations
must be ranked as algebra rather than geometry, and deal with the
abnormal intersections of U and H which do not count among the
points of inflexion of U, not with the simple intersections, which are
the points of inflexion—except in so far as they determine the number
of the latter. As to the reality of the points of inflexion, Klein, §
* Mathematische Annaleii, Baud xm. , p. 175.
t Ibid., Band xxxiv., p. 123.
t llendiconti d. It. Acead. dei Lincei, Series 5, Vol. iv. (2), 1895.
$ Mathematische Annalen, Bandx. , p. 199.
